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Hello Everyone, I hope 
everybody is having a wonderful 
summer!

Monterey Springfest 2015 is in 
the books and I think everyone 
will agree is was a resounding 
success. Thanks to all who 
helped bring it together. Sadly, 
our show manager, Roxanne 
Hood, passed away just a few 
weeks later. I know she will be 
greatly missed by all of us here 
at NCASHA. Fortunately we 
have already secured a new 
manager for next year, Liz 
Holmes, from North Carolina. 
Liz is a seasoned pro at horse 
show management and puts on 
one of the biggest shows in the 
country, Blue Ridge Classic. We 
are very grateful that Liz has 
agreed to come on board.

Soon our Fall Fun Show at 
Watsonville will be upon us. We 
certainly hope everyone can 
attend. Even if your not able to 
bring a horse please come on 
out for the fun. We needs lots of 
volunteers too!

Again, have a wonderful 
summer. It's the best time of 
year to enjoy your four legged 
family!

My best, Stephanie Davidson

EQUESTRIAN
Summer Classic Show
Double Point Show 
Wi! You Be There???

Preparations for the 2015 
Summer Classic Horse Show are 
almost complete and we are 
hoping for a successful show.  
Manager Margaret Olney has been 
working hard with the committee 
and secretary Rhonda Azevedo to 
get jobs covered, parties planned 
and spreading the word to many 

different breeds.  Unfortunately 
the Morgan Medallion Show 
moved onto our dates and it will 
hurt us with some Morgan and 
Saddlebred entries heading down 
to that show so we need all the 
help we can get from members.

continued page 2

MONTEREY SPRINGFEST SHOW - A SUCCESS!       LOOKING TOWARD 2016!
Everyone’s hard work paid off - the 

first year of managing the Monterey 
Springfest Show went well.  Because we 
raised quite a bit of seed money as well 
as regular donations, we ended up in the 
black, but not as black as we would have 
liked.  Efforts will be made to reduce our 
costs a bit more next year.  Exhibitors 

gave us high marks for improving the 
footing - the mats over the pavement 
were a hit and everyone was very happy 
with the new fresh appearance to the 
grounds, the social calendar and the 
attentiveness of the staff.
! Preliminary meetings have started for 
2016.  continued on Page 2

Left: Starlike 
Successor &Julia 
Eritzian
Above: Heartland 
Entitled
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SUMMER CLASSIC CONTINUED:

We still need help in center ring on Sunday - 
ringmaster and ribbon coordinator and would love 
some promises of help to tear things down on Sunday 
and if possible help set up on Friday.

Susan Foss-Pheley is putting together the Silent 
Auction.  We have several nice items, but could 
always use some more.  If you can’t come, we can 
always use sponsorships of classes.

Remember this is a Double Point Show - Point 
tabulations are in the newsletter, this is a good 
opportunity to boost your year end points!

E-mail me: susanvalley@mac.com if you have any 
questions or can come and help!

With the untimely passing of 
our manager Roxanne Hood - we 
had to look for a replacement.  Liz 
Holmes from the East Coast has 
agreed to take on the task and we 
are planning a preliminary meet 
and great with her early in August.  
Liz has managed shows such as 
River Ridge and comes with a 
wealth of experience.  We are 
hoping her fresh perspective will 
help us make the show even better.

Looking forward to an even 
better Monterey Springfest for 
2016!

OBITUARY DOROTHY ROXANNE HOLLISTER HOOD
Roxanne passed away unexpectedly May 14, 2015.  She was born 7/1/51 in Phoenix Arizona 

and married Ronald Hood while a student at Fullerton Junior College.  Roxanne had a great 
love of animals, children and family.  She strived to make everyone happy and will be sorely 
missed by everyone who had the pleasure to  interact with her.

MONTEREY SPRINGFEST CONTINUED:

- Beth Davis & Irish in Lights
- Dana Levitt & Cococabana
- Alfreda Sebasto & Maddie’s 

Design

- Tee’s Merlot & Lynnda Martin
- GIGI & Gavin Davidson & 

Teddi Estes
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WESTERN DRESSAGE

The end of June Wit's Worth (Mikey) and Susan Foss-Pheley attended a  two day 
dressage clinic at Summit Ranch in Alamo.  The clinic was put on by Lynn Palm and 
her husband Cyril Pittion-Rossilln.  Since 2012 there has been an increase in 
interest in both Western Dressage and Cowboy Dressage.  In fact; our own Barbara 
Molland is a founding director of Western Dressage.  Barbara helped inspire the 
mission statement and the direction of Western Dressage.  The horse featured on 
many of the brochures, clothing, and website is one of Barbara's mares.   All breeds 
of horses are encouraged to participate. Many Saddlebred featured in their publicity 
and on line videos. 

Regardless of a riders discipline  many horse owners are becoming aware that this 
type of riding is a good way to extend your horses useful years and maintain trust 
between horse and rider. Sue has decided to participate in a few more clinics in 
order to develop new skills and enhance her existing ones.  

Barbara Molland was asked to be a founding director of Western Dressage in 
2009-2010 when it first was being formed. If you look at the logo used on all its 
brochures, clothing, and website, the horse is actually one of Barbaraʼs Saddlebred 
mares, a daughter of her broodmare, Party Train. Barbara helped to formulate the 
mission statement and then wrote almost all the copy for the website. It's been 
changed some in the intervening years, but most is still there.  She met some really 
great people during that time, but in 2012 decided that the organization was on its 
way, the key components were in place, and it was time for her to retire from the 
constant flying around the country to meetings, etc.. Between the board work for 
ASHA and WDAA, she had devoted a lot of volunteer time.

Barbara does find it satisfying to see how it continues to grow and influence horse 
training and riding. Once people understand the benefits to horses and riders of a 
more enlightened approach to training, it can only mean a better life for every horse. 
There will be increasing numbers of horses that stay sound and don't become 
behavior problems due to discomfort under saddle. 

Clinicians like Lynn Palm and Julie Goodnight, Eitan Beth-Halachmy, Lester 
Buckley, and Buck Brannaman have all 
become great proponents of these methods. 
No matter if one rides English or 
Western, Western Dressage and Classical 
Dressage are increasingly recognized by all 
equestrians as the very best means to long 
term soundness and a trusting partnership 
between horse and rider.

 Here is Eitan Beth-Halachmy of Cowboy 
Dressage on Barbaraʼs breeding stallion, 
Commander In Charge. Eitan now has his 
own Saddlebred, a palomino, which he uses in 
all his clinics.



2015 Point Standings as of 7/10/15
Shows: MCC, Monterey, Woodside, Santa 
Barbara (* = only shown in one show in the 
division)

5-Gaited
Here We Are   Valley  79
Tee’s Merlot   Martin 45
Kalarama’s Queen Makada Morrow 44
Bail Out   Nottage 20*
Pat’s Perfect Finale  Jacobson  6*

5-Gaited – Jr. Exhibitor
Starlike Successor  Eritizan  59
Legacy’s Midnight Rambler  Roy   26
River Card   Fieber   8*

3-Gaited 
No Entries

3-Gaited  - Jr. Exhibitor
Captain Kangaroo  Roy  15*
It’s Z Prince   Groce  10*

Fine Harness
No Entries

Park
 CH His Supreme Reflection  Khordestani   60
Mahvalous in Black  Rainwater    24*
Wednesday’s Surprise  Cleveland    27*

Park Pleasure
 Ninja Warrior  Barrow     30*
Such A Catch   Silva     25
Stoncroft Royal Reflection    Hess     25*
Wednesday’s Surprise  Cleveland    23*

5-Gaited Show Pleasure
Berryred   Cleveland 76
Embarcadero   Davidson 34
Supreme Kiss   Khordestani    32
Shakiri of Silver Oaks             Groce  22*
Tee’s Merlot   Martin             16*

3-Gaited Show Pleasure
Sir Aaron   Rainwater 46
Ninja Warrior  Barrow 38
Rogue Wave   Davidson 30*
Look Closely   Silva  27*
Lenore’s Maddie’s Design Sebasto 18*
Born Contendors 4 Star Man  Brothers  10*

Jr. Ex. Show Pleasure
Kalarama’s Witness  Freeman 51
Middle March  Gassarino 18*
Born Contendors 4 Star Man  Brothers 14*
Lullaby Baby Blues  Raven  10*

5-Gaited Country Pleasure
 Chilipopcorn   Ikuta  30*

3-Gaited Country Pleasure
Arrowhead’s Black Russian  Cleveland 73
CH Too Attached  Valley-Chen  45
Your Lucky Stars  Hess  22*
Nutta You Business  Hess  21*

Show Pleasure Driving
The Keen Kat   Kane  20*

Country Pleasure Driving
A Day on the Town BH Chapman 60
Hammered Last Night Rainwater 60
Seaside Thunder  Davidson 50*

Hunter Country Pleasure
Wit’s Worth   Pheley  60
Cupcake   Rainwater      30*

Western Country Pleasure
Tuffy’s Gunslinger  Davidson  50
Spurwings Superfine Lady Jacobson  30*



Saddleseat Equitation  18 and under
Paige Raven   30*
Johnny Jean Groce  27

Walk & Trot Equitation
Katie Sinclair   60
Rylee Abbott   39

Walk & Trot Pleasure
My Girl Molly       Rylee Abbott  38
Something is in the Heir          Katie 
Sinclair   35

Academy Walk & Trot Equitation
Morgan Elia   42
Margaret Olney  27*
Ashley Gaffney  27

Academy Walk & Trot Pleasure
Morgan Elia   30
Margaret Olney  24*
Ashley Gaffney  24

Academy Walk , Trot & Canter Equitation
Jack Bartoszek  57
Lisa Johnson   27*

Academy Walk , Trot & Canter Pleasure
Jack Bartoszek  60
Lisa Johnaon   24*
Geneva Climente  12*

* All points subject to verification of Membership

Open English Pleasure
Goldencrest Nobelle  Bender  39
HS Sense of Style  MacCracken  22
Lenore’s Maddie’s Design Eritzian/Craghead 20*
Intrepid Prosperity  Davidson  20*
Cococabana   Leavitt    12*
Jesse Ventura   Bernhard  16*
Matchbox’s Glass Slipper Moore    
16*
CH Too Attached  Valley    
15*
Let’s Be Frank   Scholl     9*
Pat’s Perfect Finale  Jacobson   6*

Open Pleasure Driving
Such A Catch   Silva   45
The Keen Kat   Kane    
30*

Open Competition

Pleasure Riding - Adult

Pleasure Riding – Jr. Exhibitor
•
• *means the horse has only been shown at one 

show in this division – you will need 2 shows to 
qualify for a year end award.

• Points for shows that don’t offer a breakdown of 
classes within a division will be distributed 
according to how the horse was ridden. Ex: A 
Pleasure class that was combined show and 
country pleasure – points will accrue in your 
respective division.  Jr. Ex riding in an open 
class will have their points accrue in the Jr. Ex 
division only if the show does not offer a 
separate Jr. Ex class.  



MONARCH STABLES

Happy Summer to everyone!  At Monarch, we have had great times with the first half 
of the year shows.  We are so grateful and appreciative for all the work from the 
NCASHA group, and especially Susan Valley, on Monterey Springfest!  What a 
change for the better!

Woodside, Del Mar and Santa Barbara have been fun and memorable, especially 
Julie Barrowʼs stake ride on Ninja Warrior at Santa Barbara to win the Show 
Pleasure Stake.

But, there has been much going on at home as well and generally, that is the biggest 
part of what we do.   Even though we all strive for those show ring highs, the barn 
family and spirit at home, keeps us focused and supported and laughing at 
ourselves along the way.  Our barn family is what makes us, what keeps us together 
and what makes the journey worth everything!  So grateful to have such an amazing 
group of people at Monarch Stables.  Looking forward to seeing all at the Summer 
Classic!

Birthday girls, Catherine and Izzy pictured below.
Monarch Stables
Santa Rosa, CA
www.monarchstables.com

707-291-0591

Like us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/MonarchStables

http://www.monarchstables.com/
http://www.monarchstables.com/
http://www.facebook.com/MonarchStables
http://www.facebook.com/MonarchStables


The Michael Craghead Stable has been off to a successful show season.  Shari 
Rainwater and her new acquisition Sir Aaron have collected the Tri-color in the Adult Show Pleasure 
division at Monterey and Del Mar.  Tee’s Merlot and Lynnda Martin have followed in suit in the 5-
Gaited division.  Julia Eritizian took home the blue in the Jr. Ex. 5-Gaited qualifier in Monterey and 
put in strong rides to collect reserves in Monterey and Santa Barbara.   Alfreda and Theresa Sebasto 
helped to liven up the Santa Barbara Show.  Alfreda and Lenore’s Maddies Design took several good 
ribbons in the Adult Show Pleasure Division, while Theresa’s mare A Lemonade made her debut in 
the Western division with Kevin Michael aboard.  She is quite a sight with her gold color and white 
tail.  Sally Spalding and husband Merv flew down to visit everyone and attend the Santa Barbara 
show.  It was good to see them both - Tex (No Jacket Required) is enjoying a much earned retirement 
at Rainwater Farm, but Sally misses the show ring.  Sarah Rainwater and her lovely Mahvalous in 
Black have graced the winners circle more than once this season and rumor has it she may be 
celebrating more that that - there were some photos of engagement rings on Facebook.....
Michael will be on his way to judge The World Championship Horse Show in Louisville in August - 
several of the barn group will be attending to cheer him on.  Looking forward to that as well as Las 
Vegas in the Fall

- Lynnda Martin & Tee’s Merlot
- Kevin Michael & A Lemonade
- Sally Spalding & Theresa Sebasto
- Shari Rainwater & Sir Aaron
- Alfreda Sebasto & Maddie’s Design



JL Dixon Stable-Locally and Beyond

July may not be over yet, but it has already been a busy month for JL 
Dixon Stable. After a successful Charity Fair, where there were many 
stand out rides and drives, Whitney took three horses to Santa Barbara 
National to enjoy the gorgeous scenery, great people, and festive 4th of 
July environment. 

Nan Chapman and A Day on the Town BH were second and reserve in 
the Country Pleasure Driving division. These two refined and timeless 
ladies are the epitome of the country pleasure each time they hit the ring. 

Katie Sinclair and Something Is In the Heir really hit a strong stride 
winning both the UPHA Challenge Cup 10 & under and the Saddle Seat 
Eq Walk and Trot 11 & under championship. Katie and "Nemo" are a 
powerhouse team that just keeps getting more polished. 

Every time they burst through the in gate, Susan Valley and Here We Are 
make a statement. Both are at the top of their game, and both absolutely 
love to show. If it wasn't evident by Sue's huge grin and laughs after a 
great racking pass, it's clear in Al's heart and presence which make him 
grow a few hands in the ring. They dominated the amateur and 
Juvenile/Amateur championship with a blue and tricolor!

As Santa Barbara was in full swing, Jennifer and four horses were 
headed to Lexington for a short layover at Blue Willow before heading 
to the Red Mile. Lexington Junior League Horse Show has always 
been a favorite of Jennifer's and this year Jen took CH His Supreme 
Reflection and Supreme Kiss with Milan Kordestani, Kalarama's 
Witness with Alison Freeman, and Nutta You Business with Gen Hess. 

 Milan and Alec added to their winning streak and were again picture 
perfect for the win in the Juvenile Park class. They returned to the 
championship after a rain delay to prove they were the best on all three 
judges' cards! Milan and Supreme Kiss keep getting better and it showed in 
their two rides on the Red Mile. They were 3rd in the Juvenile Show 
Pleasure Five-Gaited and returned to the championship to claim fourth. 

Gen Hess and Nutta You Business struck a powerful pleasure trot in only 
their third show together. They were sixth in a competitive second split of 
Adult Country Pleasure. The 21 horse championship was just as deep and 
required a workout. Gen and Toews were called out and fought hard for a 
second time! 

On her first trip to Kentucky, Alison Freeman piloted her spunky mare 
Kalarama's Witness through the 14-17 Show Pleasure class to an eighth. 
After settling in to the pomp and circumstance of the Red Mile, Ali and Bella came 
in the ring even more confident in the championship. All their hard work paid off 
with a third place finish!

These four will be heading back east in a few weeks to compete at Louisville. We 
look forward to cheering them on and watching all of their dedication and passion 
culminate in great things!

- Katie Sinclair & Something 
is in the Heir
-Nan Chapman & A Day on 

the Town
- Julia Roy & Legacy’s 

Midnight Rambler



-Milan & CH His Supreme Reflection
-Milan & Supreme Kiss
- Gen Hess & Nutta You Business
- Sharon Bender & Heartland Entitled
- Sue Valley & Here We Are
- Allison Freeman & Kalarama’s Witness
- James Bender & Al (Here We Are) share lunch
- Gen, Allison & Milan at Lexington



Golden Ridge Stables         Teddi Estes, Trainer

Could there possibly be anything more important than horses and horse shows and horse 
news and everything and anything horsey? Why yes! Getting your drivers license! No, just 
kidding, Education! Everyone at GRS is so proud of High School Graduate Gianna 
Cassarino! Gianna is a wonderful young woman who works hard not only in school but in 
life. She is a joy to be around and will continue to be a part of the GRS family as she 
moves forward with her college education this fall.

Also a big shout out to Jack Bartoszek as he enters his next educational chapter. Jack 
celebrated his promotion this spring and will be moving on to the 9th grade this fall. He 
too will continue his riding at GRS as well as being our number one go to guy regarding 
all things in sports! Congratulations to Gianna and Jack!

GRS would like to welcome a few new additions to the barn for owner Stephanie 
Davidson. Recent purchases put Steph back in the driverʼs seat in two different pleasure 
divisions. Seaside Thunder hit the ring with Stephanie in the Country Pleasure Driving 
class and for the Hackney Pleasure Driving Steph is guiding Conquerors Colleen LF 
around the ring.

Stephanieʼs other recent purchase has put her trainer Teddi Estes back in the ring in the 
five gaited division. The big and impressive Ro & Meʼs La Dolce Vita arrived right before 
Monterey Springfest and enjoyed attending the show to work. Word on the street is he is 
a blast to ride!

As we welcome the newbies we must say so long to one as well. Stephanie sold 
Stonecroft Minuet to Erik Lee of Clayton, WI. He is thrilled to have her and loves her and 
her mare‐ish‐ ness as much as we did. Congratulations to Stephanie on both her recent 
purchases and sale.

The lesson program continues as well as the camps which have been a huge hit. 
Returning to saddle and enjoying a full week of camp GRS welcomed back The Ragsdale 
girls, Angelina and Leilani! They had a great time reconnecting with the horses and the 
barn. Angelina discovered during camp week that she really enjoyed driving and will 
continue to work to learn this new discipline.

Speaking of the lesson program GRS welcomes a new lesson horse, Middle March. He 
will be replacing our much loved and ever spunky Iʼve Been Dheired in the show ring. 
Cesar as he is affectionately known will also be the new leg up mount for Susan Estes. 
Iʼve Been Dheired will remain in the program at home which he is really thrilled about and 
enjoys a bit more than the shows.

Our next camp dates are July 20th‐25th with a total of 26 signed up to date! GRS is 
thrilled with the camp participation level and believes strongly in continuing to build our 
base.

Horse show season is in full swing and GRS has been on the road traveling from Arizona 
all the way up to Oregon and in between. Starting the year at Carousel Charity and going 
on to our own local gem Monterey Springfest GRS then headed north to the Far West 
Show in Oregon and back down the coast to Santa Barbara.
Monterey being the closest to home and one of our most valuable shows brought out 
huge support from not only the GRS clients but from everyone in our horse community. 
GRS would like to thank Stephanie Davidson, Nancy Bernhard, and Jeanie Bartoszek for 
their contributions in helping to make this show a success!



There were a few hiccups at Monterey but that 
certainly doesnʼt stop this group from having 
fun. Stephanieʼs wonderful and bright eared CH 
Tuffyʼs Gunslinger once again rose to the top at 
Monterey in the Western Division with a 
flawless ride. GiGi safely carried Gavin in the 
lead line division which was just the cutest thing 
ever. Nancy Bernhard enjoyed her rides on the 
ever cute Jesse Ventura as she competed in the 
OTAB Saddle Seat Pleasure classes along with 
Gianna Cassarino and Intrepid Prosperity. Both 
did a fabulous job! And Jack Bartoszek guided 
Prospero in the Academy WTC division taking 
home 3 blues and one reserve. Evidently 
wearing bright green socks has something to do 
with having good rides. Hmmmm. Probably one 
of the more exciting or shall we say a bit 
stressful class was Gianna catch riding for 
Steph in a pinch on her pleasure gaited horse 
Embarcadero. Gianna stepped up and got Bart 
qualified so that Steph could return in the 
championship. Steph returned in the 
championship class and had some amazing 
passes as she continues to improve in this new 
division.

Several horses and the new pony made the trek 
to Oregon. GRS enjoyed a wonderful show and 
great hospitality as is the norm in the northwest 
coming home with several top ribbons. Probably  
one of the most exciting was the 5 gaited 
pleasure classes with Stephanie and 
Embarcadero taking a 5th in a field of 10. As 
stated earlier this team continues to get better. 
Steph also took home another belt buckle 
winning the Saddle and Bridle Shatner class 
with CH Tuffy! Teddi hit the ring with Stephʼs 
new gaited horse Ro & Meʼs La Dolce Vita 
bringing home the reserve ribbon in the Junior/
Novice 5 gaited class. And Gianna Cassarino 
put in two solid rides on Middle March in the 
Three Gaited Show Pleasure Junior Exhibitor 
class coming home with the yellow ribbons. 
Conquerors Colleen LF debuted with Stephanie 
in the Hackney Pleasure Driving class and 
added two more blues to the stall front. She 
also debuted with theCountry Pleasure Driving 
horse Seaside Thunder and brought home two 
reserves.

- Stephanie & Tuffy’s Gunslinger
- Jack & Intrepid Prosperity
- Gianna & Nancy & Middle March
- Gianna & Middle March



Unfortunately not all the horses were able to show back as the show was cancelled due to sick 
horses on the fairgrounds but GRS is happy to report that all of their stock came home safe and 
healthy!
Now on to the Santa Barbara show. Seven made the trip south. Jack Bartoszek had such a 
great time at Monterey that he was ready to go and the socks were packed. He had great rides 
on Intrepid Prosperity in the Academy WTC division and went home with four blues! Gianna 
Cassarino and Middle March also had good rides and guided Cesar to a Reserve Grand 
Champion title in the Three Gaited Show Pleasure Junior Exhibitor class.

Stephanie took her two new driving partners and won all her classes. Seaside Thunder was 
Champion and Grand Champion in the Country Pleasure Driving division and Conquerors 
Colleen LF added two more blues in the Hackney Pleasure Pony driving classes. But the 
absolute best ride for Stephanie was on Embarcadero! She rode with the most confidence yet 
and had her personal best ride with this boy. Steph and Bart returned home the Reserve Grand 
Champion!!! CONGRATULATIONS!
Teddi and Gianna packed up Saturday night and headed home in order to start a full week of 
camp on Monday. Can we say a bit tired? Yes we can.

Next stop will be Watsonville for the NCASHA Summer Classic! Many from GRS are heading to 
Louisville. Stephanie, Jeanie, Gianna, Nancy and Teddi are eager to be spectators at the 
Worldʼs Championship Horse Show and especially excited to cheer on CH Nina Campbell! 
Good Luck Susan and have a blast! Wow, the summer is just flying by.

Stephanie with Embarcadero and her 
new pony Conquerors Colleen



COW PALACE 2015
The Cow Palace Rodeo 

is under new management 
and they want us to come 
back again to help entertain 
the crowds!  The date is 
October 16 & 17.  We are 
hoping to do something like 
last year - one “class” a 
night.  

Loaded with Rodeo 
experience - Alfreda 
Sebasto has offered to help 
negotiate with the new 
management, so hopefully 
we will not have to pay for 
stalls etc. this year - at least 
the negotiations should go a 
bit smoother.  We are 
planning to set up the 
information booth again 
too.

So - think about it - we 
need at least 4-5 horses 
each night, would love to do 
a 5-Gaited night and 3-
Gaited the other night.  
The environment is very 
stimulating, so we need 
horses and riders that are 
able to handle that 
situation.  All that 
participated last year, had 
the rides of their lives  - so 
if you want to have fun, 
show off the breed and have 
the experience of riding in 
front of a full crowd of 
cheering fans - let me know!

susanvalley@mac.com

ANALYSIS OF A SPUD EYE IN THE CROSSTIE

Upper: Anna Roy & Captain 
Kangaroo Lower: Milan Khordestani 
& Mocha Mudslide

Left ear cocked - hoping his 
friends Nancy or Debbie 
might appear with a tasty 
carrot.

Spud Eye - indicating disbelief 
that his mom has run out of 
peppermints and she hasn’t 
even fully tightened the girth 
yet.

Muzzle - debris evident from nosing 
around in the poop disposal bucket in the 
back of the cross tie.

Sturdy chain tie - 
meant to hold down 
even the most 
exuberant Spud.

Just another 
day with 
Spud.......

Right ear - cocked, always 
alert for his friend Mary and 
the never ending supply of 
cookies in her pocket.

mailto:susanvalley@mac.com
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-Milan Khordestani & CH His Supreme Reflection
- Lynn Silva, Dana Leavitt & hospitality gifts
- Jack Bartoszek & Intrepid Prospertiy
- Julie Barrow & Ninja Warrior
- Lisa Johnson & Flying Hildago
- Royalee & David Cleveland with Jeannie Bartoszek

MONTEREY 2015



- Such a Catch & Brigitte Scholl
-Hammered Last Night & Shari Rainwater
- Kalarama’s Witness & Allison Freeman
- Lullaby Baby Blues & Paige Raven
- Jessie Ventura & Nancy Bernhard
- Too Attached and Sue Valley
- Flying Hildago & Margaret Olney



-Middle March & Gianna 
Gassarino
- Lynnda, Josie & William 

Martin & Napoleon 
Dynamite
- Let’s Be Frank, Brigitte 

Scholl
- Ch Tuffy’s Gunslinger & 

Stephanie Davidson
- A Day on the Town & Nan 

Chapman
-Here We Are & Sue Valley
- Katie Sinclair & Something 

is in the Heir

SANTA BARBARA 2015



- Royalee Cleveland & Berryred & 
Arrowhead’s Black Russian
- Julia Eritzian & Maddies’ Design
- Johnny Jean Groce & Shakiri of Silver Oaks
- Stephanie & Embarcadero
- Stephanie & Conquer’s Colleen
- Kevin Michael & A Lemonade



WOODSIDE 2015

- Sharon Bender & her new 
purchase GLB Man of the Hour
- Susan Pheley’s Wit’s Worth
- Gen Hess & Spurwing’s Superfine 

Lady
-Whitney Anderson on Gen Hess’s 

Stoncroft Royal Request
- David Blevins on the Cleveland’s 

Wednesday Surprise
-What’s Your Daddy & Julia Alster
- Sarah Rainwater & Mahvalous in 

Black



Something to think about:  

Allison Lambert  the editor of The National Horseman wrote a very interesting article titled 
PERSPECTIVE: THE PERFECT STORM - it appeared in the June extra edition of the 
magazine and is available on their web site.  It outlines some of the issues with our sport and 
for many people - she hit the nail on the head.  I will include a few clips here, but do look up 
the whole article - it does give one pause - hopefully it will trigger some reform.
“The general consensus is that our current predicament is due to one of three factors: 
inflated horse prices, oversaturated class schedules or the overwhelming amount of horse 
shows in one season”  “I personally think is’s a combination of all three that’s causing the 
perfect storm.”  Speaking about horse shows with never ending one horse classes. 
“Unnecessary splits keep our entries divided, and the fear of getting beaten keeps others 
from even showing back (in championships). Has winning become more important than the 
glory of earning a ribbon among great competitors?”  
! She talks about the cost of horses “Melissa Moore explains, It’s the mid range $30 - 
$40K horse that is hard to sell because no one wants to show against the six-figure World’s 
Champion”. “The discouragement families face when made aware of the cost of a blue ribbon 
has priced many right out of the business and discouraged other from ever coming in.” “We 
have become a sport of selfish desires.  A sport that’s built on bragging rights instead of 
earned accomplishments - an exhibitor that shows for themselves rather than the excitement 
of the crowd.  When did winning become the only thing that matters? “
! “It’s not the blue ribbons that we remember.  It’s the experiences we share.”  If things 
don’t change “the generations that follow in our footsteps will never know what it is like to 
have those kind of memories because they’re being born into an industry that only cares 
about one thing: winning.  We have a responsibility to carry on the tradition that made us fall 
in love with this sport to begin with.”
! Do look up the whole article.  I would like to think our club is trying to make at least 
a small difference.  Even our year end awards encourage those who can’t manage an A rated 
show horse to compete and in many cases win over those horses because of the way we have 
structured the point system.  I think Allison is right - is is very sad for people to feel that a 
Louisville blue is the only thing worth going for.  The sport should celebrate the thrill of 
competition in a competitive event/class and not the horse that wins a one horse class.

! WHAT DO YOU THINK?       WHAT SHOULD WE DO ABOUT IT?

Remember the Saddlebred Ambassador Program.   We would love to submit our club (and 
individual members).  Let me know if you have:
- Shown at an all breed show
- took your Saddlebred to an all breed event (parade, group trail ride etc)
- took your Saddlebred to an expo or promotional event
- have been written up in an all breed magazine or on line
- participate in a school or club seminar
- host a barn show open to the public
- host a camp or clinic
- active in other disciplines: dressage, eventing, driving, western, jumping, etc.
- hold a public open house

e-mail Sue Valley so we can submit points   susanvalley@mac.com

mailto:susanvalley@mac.com
mailto:susanvalley@mac.com
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How your membership helps

Treasurer Beth Davis takes 
memberships seriously (as Michael 
Craghead found out), and we are 
happy she does.  Your membership 
fees help NCASHA continue its 
support of the breed, helps to 
support our Summer Fun Show, 
helps to promote the breed at our 
Cow Palace demonstrations and 

other venues.  In addition to your 
money, we would love to have 
more of you get involved with 
some of our projects - whether it 
is showing or another interest you 
have, our club is about promoting 
the Saddlebred, no matter what 
discipline. 

So get involved - the officers 
don’t bite and they would be very 
open to suggestions from the 
membership on how to improve 
our organization.  

Calendar
August 1,2

Summer Classic

August 22 - 29

World Championship Horse Show

Louisville, KY

September 26

BAFTA Show, Santa Rosa

October 16, 17

Cow Palace demonstrations

October 30 - November 1

California Futurity

NCASHA
20 Inverrary Lane

Alamo, CA 94507


